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ington, I da1ho and Montana under the title : Harrison's Guide, etc.,
of the Pacific' Slope (San Francisco, 1872). The item is not
found in other bibliographies consulted. Owners of this item
either in parts or in complete form will confer a favor by report
ing their holdings to this magazine.

Further Note on Zimmermann's Cook
In the July issue of this department, mention was made of

the acquisition by the University of Washington Library of a copy
of the first edition of Zimmermann's Reise um die Welf mit Capi
fain Cook. Correspondence with a considerable number of large
libraries since that time has failed to reveal any other copy in the
United States. One copy of the second German edition is now
available in British Columbia and a copy of the first edition is to
be found in the Turnbull Library at Wellington, New Zealand.

The discovery of two copies Of this work recently has caused
a revival of interest in the item. The Chicago Tribune Ocean
Times for June 22, 1926, contains an article regarding Zimmer
mann and the copy of his book in the Wellington Library. The
Living Age for July 10, 1926, reproduces in English translation a
portion of the volume giving an account of Captain Cook's death.
This article was in turn based upon an account in the Frankfurter
Zeitung of May 25, 1926, and was prefaced with the remark that
the book was long supposed to have been irretrievably lost. Judge
F. W. Howay of New Westminster in cooperation with Mr.
French of Victoria, B. C., has in hand the republication of this
book in a bilingual edition, German and English, together with
historical notes.

]ewitfs Narrative
Elsewhere in this issue is to be found a bibliographical note by

Judge Howay relating to Jewitt's famous Narrative. This list
contains thirteen editions of J ewitt's classic or five more than the
number to be found in the Checklist of Pacific Northwest Ameri
cana. Of the thirteen, Judge Howay is the fortunate owner of
eleven editions. Private collections such as this add very mate
rially to the bibliographical resources of the Pacific Northwest.
A union checklist of the private collections is doubtless far in the
future but one cannot help wishing it were possible to secure a
union, list of rare privately owned books not' to be found in the
public libraries of the region.


